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Abstract 

The major disadvantage of a standard bus topology is the constraint of being able to realize only one 
communication at a time (the tasks may take place in parallel but the communications are only done in a 
sequential). As these communications are handled by the bus arbiter, a Bottleneck when the number of 
communications increases, but also when the bandwidth constraints of several communications become 
important.This arbitration plays a predominant role because it authorizes communications on the bus but it is 
also in charge of resolving the conflicts (several requests of communications at the same time). This 
arbitration implies therefore a limitation on the number of IP connected to the bus to a dozen elements. 

This work elaborates the AMBA bus interface with four masters interacting with single memory system, 
using Arbiter between memory controller and other supporting peripherals. Different module of i.e., AHB 
MSTER, AHB SLAVE INTERFACE AND AHB ARBITER(round robin algorithm)has been developed with 
VHDL. Further integration with FIFO, RAM and ROM with memory controller is done. The Four AHB 
master initiates the operations and generates the necessary control signals on single bus to memory controller 
with the help of arbiter. The proposed architecture shows the area efficient management as compared to 
previous researches of multiple data communication in AHB BUS system. The system model is synthesized 
with Xilinx XC6vx75t-2ff484 and simulated with MODELSIM. 
 
Index Terms: AMBA,AHB Master,AHB Slave, AHB Arbiter, SOC, Xilinx. 
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1. Introduction 

Interconnection networks play a major role in the performance of on-chip systems today and in the future. 
Several factors may influence the choice of architecture, since a system-to-chip interconnection must satisfy 
certain constraints so that it is feasible. It must be efficient, flexible, the cost constraints imposed by the 
specifications and be physically implantable on the available technologies (FPGA or ASIC for example). 
Current and future SoCs because the bus lines are getting longer and longer as the number of connected IPs 
increases. Thus, capacities which cause an increase in the charge time (proportional to the number of 
connected elements). The frequency of operation of the bus is thus reduced and increased power consumption. 
Finally, the propagation time of the signals on long data wires and bus control leads to drift of the clocks and 
generates intrinsically synchronization problems (length of interconnections, band passing, and energy 
consumption)[1]. Given the growing complexity of SoCs integrating more than fifty IPs with large 
bandwidths, systems based media become a bottleneck in terms of performance but also of consumption and 
complexity of physical implementation on silicon. These frameworks are commonly standard busesdisplayed 
in one language portrayal of equipment like the VHDL. Communications in a AHB bus type starting with the 
hand of the Master, that in a first phase should be transmitted on the bus of the device address to which 
desires access and information relating to the typed access, while in the next step obtains information from the 
interrogated device (or completes the transfer of data to the device previously addressed, if the operation to be 
performed is writing rather than reading). This operation characterized by two distinct phases of addressing 
(Address Phase) and transmission of information (Data Phase) allows to implement a communication system 
that provides for the parallelization of operations on a pipeline[3]. Allowing the Master to submit a new 
request for information (including to a different slave) while the same Master remains pending the request 
information in the previous clock cycle, up to speed and in the best operating conditions, it is possible to 
double the flow of information circulating through the bus. The two phases characterizing the AHB bus are 
synchronous to the rising edge of the unique clock present in the AHB bus as shown in the timing diagram 
Figure 1: 

 
Fig. 1: Data transfer of AHB bus 
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On the rising edge of the clock the slave samples the address bus and various control signals, while on the 
next rising edge the Master obtains the requested data through the read bus (or transmitted through the write 
data bus information to be saved on the slave if the operation to be performed was of type write) and at the 
same time is ready to interrogate a new device by loading a new address on the address bus. 

If the slave interrogated device unable to supply in good time the request information, the slave itself must 
notify the Master lowering the HREADY signal (as shown in the timing diagram point X), the Master, he took 
note of what will repeat the same question the next device strictly maintaining the order to inside of the 
pipeline, until you get an affirmative response from the first slave (Y)[4]. 

In particular, if as shown in example above the Master meant access to the memory cells A, B, C and so 
on, and the device relative to the cell B were to require an arbitrary number of clock cycles before being able 
to provide a valid result of the operations on the cell C would be made slip of the same number of clock 
cycles, thus avoiding that the result on the C cell can be received before that relating to the cell B. 

The AMBA standard therefore prefers a concept of pipeline in-order, in which the sequence of operations 
that follow one another is determined a priori and will be completed following the same order, regardless of 
the execution times for the different operations[5]. A type of out-of-order system, which provides the ability 
to change the order response of devices in the event one of these would require more time to process 
information, facilitating subsequent those which are with results already available, will surely prove more 
effective but also more complicated to implement and manage. 

 
 

Fig.2: AMBA bus generalized diagram
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2. Proposed System Model 

Development of the AHB system (Multiple Master) with memory controller compatible with AMBA 2.0 
protocol is proposed [8].Data is initiated by master and granted by arbiter to carry the further communication 
through slave-to-memory interface. If multiple processors are interacting then arbitration requires. AMBA 2.0 
supports the arbiter concepts at the cost of system complexity. Following are the details of AHB proposed 
system model. 

A. AHB MASTER 

The operation of the AHB master and AHB slave buses shown in Figure 3. On the master side, the arbiter 
has as its output a single bus (containing the data and control bits) which will be the master input (ahbmi) and 
has as input all the output busses (ahbmo) of each master. In general, the master makes a query on the ahbmo 
bus to read or write on a slave. The referee takes care of sending it to the good slave via the bus ahbsi. The 
slave answers on the ahbso by specifying the master number. Finally, the master receives the answer through 
the referee via the ahbmibus[9].  

There is therefore an "In" and "Out" part for each AHB bus. The following table shows the signals of the 
ahbsi bus: 

 
Fig. 3: AMBA Arbiter 
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Table 1. Signals for arbiter 

Name of signal No. of bits Function 
haddr 32 Address of transfer to court 

hwdata 32 Data for a write operation 

hsel 16 Slave selection (one bit per slave) 

hwrite 1 0: reading, 1: writing 

hburst 3 Indicates whether there is a "burst transfer" and its characteristics, detailed below 

hsize 3 (0: 8 bits, 1: 16 bits, 2: 32 bits, ..., 7: 1024 bits) can be configured for the following reasons: 

htrans 2 Type of transfer to court, detailed below 

hprot 4 Protection signals, detailed below 

hready 1 0: wait state, 1: normal 

hmaster 4 Index of the master doing the operation 

hmastlock 1 0: normal, 1: indivisible operation 

hmbsel 4 Bank selection 

hcache 1 Data "cacheable" 

hirq 32 Interrupt vector 

B. AHB ARBITER 

Activity of Arbiter is clearly understood by the figure 4. There are 4 masters and 2 salves in shared 
manner, master can send their request to priority block and as indicated by characterized need on master will 
be allowed for its activity. Master 1 will be the default master of activity if all4 not mentioning the award. 
Following are the subtleties of the full scale blocks utilized for Arbiter design[10]. 

1) 4 priority logic for round robin implementation 
2) Counter 
3) 4:1 mux 
4 Priority shift 
5) Controller 
6) Encoder 
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Fig.4: Block diagram of Arbiter 

The priority logic block is implemented through FSM approach the priority scheme follows the Round 
Robin theorem of priority. The bus demand have most elevated need will get grant first and rest of solicitation 
will hang tight for their need. In1 signal is the input for this block that is nothing but the Bus_req, 
Out1,Out2…….Out4 these are the Grant signal as output, these sign is additionally gated OR and sent to the 
yield port, as appeared in figure. There are 4 priority logical block, they are named as priority 1, priority 
2……….priority 4. 

C. AHB Slave 

An AHB slave interface flow diagram is shown in Figure 5, it is a finite state machine implementation 
initial condition is reset state which is an idle state when no operation is there. When start signals arrived then 
this finite state machine (FSM) triggers, depends upon the HREADY and HWRITE signal it decides in which 
further state it has to move. If HRAEDY is low then it will be start state only, if HREADY is one then 
depends upon HWRITE it move to read or write state, if HWRITE is one then state move to write otherwise it 
moves to read state. If HREADY will become low between these states then it moves to wait state, and it will 
remains in this state until HREADY will become one. If any error occurs which is indicated by HRESP then 
state moves to error state. 
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Figure 5: Slave Interface 

3. Simulation Results 

After simulating the proposed design the device utilization summary is shown in table 2 
Using xilinx device XC6vx75t-2ff484 

Table 2. Device utilization summary of proposed method in Xilinx XC6vx75t-2ff484 

 
DEVICE UTILIZATION Proposed Method(XC6vx75t-2ff484) 

No. of Slice registers 180 

No. of Slice LUT 215 

No of LUT-FF 137 

NO. of IOB 91 

 
The main arbiter pin diagram is having 20 pins as shown in fig 6, name of each pin is mentioned in fig, 

each pins having its different functionality as mentioned in table no 3.
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Fig.6: Pin diagram of AHB arbiter for four master request 

Table 3. Functioning of main arbiter pins 

Name of signal No. of bits Function 

Hburst[2:0] 3 Defines the type of address generation 

Hresp[1:0] 2 Response of slave for data reception status 

Bus req 1 There are 4 bus request to arbiter given master for slave access.. 

hclk 1 System clock 

hready 1 0: wait state, 1: normal 

Hrestn 1 Asynchronous reset. 

Hbusmasterno[3:0] 4 Defines which bus master is selected. 

Gramt 1,grant4 1 There are 4 grant selected according to their priority 
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Fig.7: RTL view of arbiter to support 4 master 
 

 
Fig.8: Top RTL view of four master interacting with arbiter and different memory elements
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Fig.9: Simulation of AHB MASTER 

 

4. Conclusion 

Themulti master correspondence in AHB IP module has been structured with Arbiter, so which can 
communicate with the processor for it to arrange, it additionally can watch moves between the processor and a 
peripheral. It is fit for controlling the correspondence that happen in such moves. The structure considers the 
framework model with transport solicitation of four masters and one slave, additional component of split 
control is moreover considered in proposed IP interface. The plan has been created utilizing VHDL code and 
simulation using Xilinx ISE. The structured is performed in Virtex gadget of Xilinx and claimed less in area 
occupancy in devices. The speed and power is determined as 319.519MHz and 198.21mW and found better 
than the previous researches. The upside of this plan is that we have used maximum no of flip flops while 
taken care of formation of less no of latches have improved our area efficiency as well as better speed and 
power. 
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